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POSIX Regular Expression Parsing with Derivatives Martin Sulzmann1 and Kenny Zhuo Ming Lu2 1
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Abstract. We adapt the POSIX policy to the setting of regular expression parsing. POSIX favors longest left-most parse trees. Compared to other policies such as greedy left-most, the POSIX policy is more intuitive but much harder to implement. Almost all POSIX implementations are buggy as observed by Kuklewicz. We show how to obtain a POSIX algorithm for the general parsing problem based on Brzozowski’s regular expression derivatives. Correctness is fairly straightforward to establish and our benchmark results for the special case of submatching show that our approach is promising.
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Introduction



We consider the parsing problem for regular expressions. Parsing produces a parse tree which provides detailed explanation which subexpressions match which substrings. The outcome of parsing is possibly ambiguous because there may be two distinct parse trees for the same input. For example, for input string ab and regular expression (a + b + ab)∗ , there are two possible ways to break apart input ab: (1) a, b and (2) ab. Either in the first iteration subpattern a matches substring a, and in the second iteration subpattern b matches substring b, or subpattern ab immediately matches the input string. There are two popular disambiguation strategies for regular expressions: POSIX [7] and greedy [16]. In the above, case (1) is the greedy result and case (2) is the POSIX result. For the variation (ab+a+b)∗ , case (2) is still the POSIX result whereas now the greedy result equals case (2) as well. We find that greedy parsing is directly tied to the structure and the order of alternatives matters. In contrast, POSIX is less sensitive to the order of alternatives because longest matches are favored. Only in case of equal matches preference is given to the left-most match. This is a useful property for applications where we build an expression as the composition of several alternatives, e.g. consider lexical analysis. As it turns out, POSIX appears to be much harder to implement than greedy. Kuklewicz [8] observes that almost all POSIX implementations are buggy which is confirmed by our own experiments. These implementations are also restricted in that they do not produce full parse trees and only provide submatch information. For example, in case of Kleene star only the last match is recorded instead of the matches for each iteration.



In this work, we propose a novel method to compute POSIX parse trees. Specifically, we make the following contributions: – We formally define POSIX parsing by viewing regular expression as types and parse trees as values (Section 2). – We present a method for computation of POSIX parse trees based on Brzozowski’s regular expression derivatives [1]. We formally verify its correctness and establish a linear run-time complexity (Section 3). – We have built an optimized version for the special case of submatching where we only keep the last match in case of a Kleene star. Experiments confirm that our method performs well in practice (Section 4). Section 5 discusses related work and concludes. The Appendix contains additional material such as formal proofs.
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Regular Expressions and Parse Trees



⊢ v:r Words: (None∗ )



w ::= ǫ Empty word | l ∈ Σ Literal | ww Concatenation



(Once∗ )



Regular expressions: r ::= | | | | |



l r∗ rr r+r ǫ φ



(Pair)



Kleene star Concatenation Choice Empty word Empty language



(Left+)



Parse trees:



(Right+)



v ::= () | l | (v, v) | Left v | Right v | vs vs ::= [] | v : vs



(Empty)



⊢ [] : r ∗



⊢ v:r ⊢ vs : r ∗ ⊢ (v : vs) : r ∗ ⊢ v1 : r1 ⊢ v2 : r2 ⊢ (v1 , v2 ) : r1 r2 ⊢ v1 : r1 ⊢ Left v1 : r1 + r2 ⊢ v2 : r2 ⊢ Right v2 : r1 + r2 ⊢ () : ǫ



(Lit)



l∈Σ ⊢ l:l



Flattening: |()| = ǫ |[]| = ǫ



|l| =l |(v1 , v2 )| = |v1 ||v2 |



|Left v| = |v| |Right v| = |v|



|v : vs| = |v||vs|



Fig. 1. Regular Expressions and Parse Trees



We follow [5] and phrase parsing as a type inhabitation relation. Regular expressions are interpreted as types and parse trees as values of some regular expression type. Figure 1 contains the details. 2



The syntax of regular expressions r is standard. Alternation is assumed to be right associative. The example (a + b + ab)∗ from the introduction stands for (a + (b + ab))∗ . Words w are formed using literals l taken from a finite alphabet Σ. Parse trees v are represented via some standard data constructors such as lists, pairs, left/right injection into a disjoint sum etc. We write [v1 , ..., vn ] as a short-hand for v1 : ... : vn : []. Judgments ⊢ v : r relate parse trees and regular expressions. It is straightforward to see that ⊢ v : r is derivable if the word underlying v is contained in the language described by r. That is, L(r) = {|v| | ⊢ v : r } where the flattening function | · | extracts the underlying word. For example, for expression (a + (b + ab))∗ and input ab we find parse trees [Left a, Right Left b] and [Right Right (a, b)]. The derivation trees are shown below: ⊢ a:a ⊢ b:b ⊢ (a, b) : ab ⊢ Right (a, b) : b + ab ⊢ Right Right (a, b) : a + (b + ab) ⊢ [] : (a + (b + ab))∗ ⊢ Right Right (a, b) : (a + (b + ab))∗ ⊢ b:b ⊢ Left b : b + ab ⊢ Right Left b : a + (b + ab) ⊢ [] : (a + (b + ab))∗ ⊢ a:a ⊢ Left a : (a + (b + ab))∗ ⊢ [Right Left b] : (a + (b + ab))∗ ⊢ [Left a, Right Left b] : (a + (b + ab))∗ Our interest is in the computation of POSIX parse trees. Below we give a formal specification of POSIX parsing by imposing an order among parse trees. Our POSIX parse tree order is derived from a POSIX matching order described in [19]. Definition 1 (POSIX Parse Tree Ordering). We define a POSIX ordering v1 >r v2 among parse trees v1 and v2 where r is the underlying regular expression via the following rules: v1 = v1′ v2 >r2 v2′ (v1 , v2 ) >r1 r2 (v1′ , v2′ ) (P1)



v1 >r1 v1′ (v1 , v2 ) >r1 r2 (v1′ , v2′ )



len |v1 | ≥ len |v2 | Left v1 >r1 +r2 Right v2



(P2)



v1 >r1 v1′ Left v1 >r1 +r2 Left v1′



v2 >r2 v2′ Right v2 >r1 +r2 Right v2′ v : vs >r∗ []



len |v2 | > len |v1 | Right v2 >r1 +r2 Left v1



v1 >r v2 v1 : vs1 >r∗ v2 : vs2 3



v1 = v2 vs1 >r∗ vs2 v1 : vs1 >r∗ v2 : vs2



where helper function len computes the number of letters in a word. Let r be a regular expression and v1 and v2 parse trees such that ⊢ v1 : r and ⊢ v2 : r. We define v1 ≥r v2 iff either v1 and v2 are equal or v1 >r v2 . We say that v1 is the POSIX parse tree w.r.t. r iff ⊢ v1 : r and v1 ≥r v2 for any parse tree v2 where ⊢ v2 : r and |v1 | = |v2 |. The above ordering relation gives preference to longest left-most parse trees. This is easy to see for cases r1 r2 and r∗ . More interesting is r1 + r2 . Subcase (P1) guarantees that we strictly give preference to the left as long as the underlying matched word is longer or equal. If the underlying word is strictly longer, we give preference to the right. See (P2). For our running example, we find that [Right Left b] ≥(a+(b+ab))∗ [Left a, Right Left b] It is straightforward to verify that the above defines a total order among parse trees. It is also easy to see that a maximal element must exist. This is in contrast to a greedy order where an expression with a nullable Kleene star component such as (ǫ + a)∗ yields the infinite chain of “larger greedy” parse trees v0 = [Right a], v1 = [Left (), Right a], v2 = [Left (), Left (), Right a] ... Each vi+1 is larger than vi under the greedy order because greedy gives strictly preference to left-most parses. Therefore, special care must be taken of “problematic” expressions such as (ǫ + a). For details see [5]. Under the POSIX order such an infinite chain of larger parse trees is impossible because we favor longest parses. See rules (P1) and (P2). Hence, a maximal (largest) parse tree must exist. Lemma 1 (Maximum and Totality of POSIX Order). For any expression r, the ordering relation ≥r is total and has a maximal element. A naive method to obtain the POSIX parse tree is to perform an exhaustive search. Such a method is obviously correct but potentially has an exponential run time due to backtracking. Next, we develop a systematic method to compute the POSIX parse tree in linear time. (in the size of the input string).
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Parse Tree Construction via Derivatives



Our idea is to apply Brzozowski’s regular expression derivatives [1] for parsing. The derivative operation r\l performs a symbolic transformation of regular expression r and extracts (takes away) the leading letter l. In formal language terms, we find lw ∈ L(r) iff w ∈ L(r\l) Thus, it is straightforward to obtain a regular expression matcher. To check if regular expression r matches word l1 ...ln , we simply build a sequence of derivatives and test if the final regular expression is nullable, i.e. accepts the empty string: Matching by extraction: 4



l



l



l



n 2 1 rn ... → r1 → r0 →



Regular expression derivatives: =φ = φ ǫ if l1 == l2 l1 \l2 = φ otherwise (r1 + r2 )\l =  r1 \l + r2 \l (r1 \l)r2 + r2 \l if ǫ ∈ L(r1 ) (r1 r2 )\l = (r1 \l)r2 otherwise r ∗ \l = (r\l)r ∗



φ\l ǫ\l



Parse tree transformation: injr ∗ \l (v , vs) = (injr \l v ) : vs inj(r1 r2 )\l = λv .case v of (v1 , v2 ) → (injr1 \l v1 , v2 ) Left (v1 , v2 ) → (injr1 \l v1 , v2 ) Right v2 → (mkEpsr1 , injr2 \l v2 ) inj(r1 +r2 )\l = λv .case v of Left v1 → Left (injr1 \l v1 ) Right v2 → Right (injr2 \l v2 ) injl\l () = l



mkEpsr ∗ = [] mkEpsr1 r2 = (mkEpsr1 , mkEpsr2 ) mkEpsr1 +r2 |ǫ ∈ L(r1 ) = Left mkEpsr1 |ǫ ∈ L(r2 ) = Right mkEpsr2 mkEpsǫ = ()



Parsing with derivatives: parse r ǫ |ǫ ∈ L(r ) = mkEpsr parse r lw = injr \l (parse r \l w ) Fig. 2. Parsing Tree Construction with Derivatives



l



In the above, we write r → r′ for applying the derivative operation on r where r′ equals r\l. Our insight is that based on the first ’forward’ matching pass we can build the POSIX parse tree via a second ’backward’ injection pass: Parse trees by injection



l



l



l



n 2 1 vn ... ← v1 ← v0 ←



After the final matching step, we compute the POSIX parse tree vn for a nullable expression rn . Then, we apply a sequence of parse tree transformations. In each transformation step, we build the POSIX parse tree vi for expression ri given l the POSIX tree vi+1 for ri+1 where ri → ri+1 . In the above, this step is denoted l vi ← vi+1 . The formal details are described in Figure 2. This method yields POSIX parse trees because the derivative matching pass extracts the longest left-most sequence of letters l1 ...ln from r0 . The injection pass simply reverses this effect by incrementally building up the POSIX parse tree for r0 . 5



To explain our method in more detail, we use a simple running example. For expression (a + ab)(b + ǫ) and word ab it is easy to see that the POSIX parse tree is (Right (a, b), Right ()). Let’s apply the ’forward’ matching pass on our example: (a + ab)(b + ǫ) → (ǫ + ǫb)(b + ǫ) b → (φ + (φb + ǫ))(b + ǫ) + (ǫ + φ) a



b



In detail, the last step → is as follows: ((ǫ + ǫb)(b + ǫ))\b = ((ǫ + ǫb)\b)(b + ǫ) + (b + ǫ)\b = (ǫ\b + (ǫb)\b)(b + ǫ) + (b\b + ǫ\b) = (φ + ((ǫ\b)b + b\b))(b + ǫ) + (ǫ + φ) = (φ + (φb + ǫ))(b + ǫ) + (ǫ + φ) Next, we check that the final expression (φ+(φb+ǫ))(b+ǫ)+(ǫ+φ) is nullable which is the case here. Computing a POSIX tree for a nullable expression is straightforward by recursing over the regular expression structure and strictly favoring left branches. See function mkEpsr in Figure 2. For example, mkEps(φ+(φb+ǫ))(b+ǫ)+(ǫ+φ) = Left (Right (Right ()), Right ()) What remains is to apply the ’backward’ injection pass where the POSIX parse tree v ′ of r\l is transformed into a POSIX parse tree v of r by injecting the letter l appropriately into v ′ . Transformation of parse trees turns out to be fairly straightforward as well. Function injr\l in Figure 2 takes as an input a parse tree of the derivative r\l and yields a parse of r by (re)injecting the extracted letter l. Thus, we can define the l



transformation step vi ← vi+1 by vi = injri \l vi1 . Importantly, the definition of inj follows closely the structure of the derivative operation ·\·. This guarantees that injection maintains POSIX parse trees. We take a closer look at the definition inj. For example, the most simple (last) case is injl\l () = l where we transform the empty parse tree () into l. Recall that l\l equals ǫ. The definition for choice is also simple. We simply check if either a parse for the left or right component exists. Then, apply inj on the respective component. Let’s consider the first case dealing with Kleene star. By definition r∗ \l = (r\l)r∗ . Hence, the input consists of a pair (v, vs). Function injr\l is applied recursively on v to yield a parse tree for r. Concatenation r1 r2 is the most involved case. There are three possible subcases. In the first subcase, we find a pair (v1 , v2 ) which implies that expression r1 is not nullable. Recall that for this case (r1 r2 )\l = (r1 \l)r2 . Hence, the derivative operation has been applied on r1 which implies that inj will also be applied on v1 . The other two subcases deal with nullable expressions r1 . Recall that in such a situation we have that (r1 r2 )\l = (r1 \l)r2 + r2 \l. Hence, we need to check if either a parse tree for the left or right expression exists. In case of a left parse 6



tree, we apply inj on the leading component (like for non-nullable r1 ). In case of a right parse tree, none of the letters have been extracted from r1 . Hence, we build a pair consisting of an ’empty’ parse tree mkEpsr1 for r1 and r2 ’s parse tree by injecting l back into v2 via injr2 \l . It is straightforward to see that application of injr\l on r\l’s parse tree yields a parse tree of r. The important property for us is that injection maintains POSIX parse trees. For example, here is an application of injection for our running example. inj((ǫ+ǫb)(b+ǫ))\b (Left (Right (Right ()), Right ())) = (inj(ǫ+ǫb)\b Right (Right ()), Right ()) = (Right (inj(ǫb)\b (Right ())), Right ()) = (Right (mkEpsǫ , injb\b ()), Right ()) = (Right ((), b), Right ()) where (Right ((), b), Right ()) is the POSIX parse tree of (ǫ + ǫb)(b + ǫ) and word b. Another application step yields inj((a+ab)(b+ǫ))\a (Right ((), b), Right ()) = (Right (a, b), Right ()) As we know the above is the POSIX parse tree for expression (a + ab)(b + ǫ) and word ab. We formally state that our method yields POSIX parse trees. Lemma 2 (Empty POSIX Parse Tree). Let r be a regular expression such that ǫ ∈ L(r). Then, ⊢ mkEpsr : r and mkEpsr is the POSIX parse tree of r for the empty word. The proof is by simple induction over the structure of r. Lemma 3 (POSIX Preservation under Injection). Let r be a regular expression, l a letter, v a parse tree such that ⊢ v : r\l and v is POSIX parse tree of r\l and |v|. Then, ⊢ (injr\l v) : r and (injr\l v) is POSIX parse tree of r and l|v| where |(injr\l v)| = l|v|. The proof is given in the Appendix. Based on the above lemmas we reach the following result. Theorem 1 (POSIX Parsing). Function parse computes POSIX parse trees. A well-known issue is that the size and number of derivatives may explode. For example, consider the following derivative steps. a



a



a



a



a∗ → ǫa∗ → φa∗ + ǫa∗ → (φa∗ + ǫa∗ ) + (φa∗ + ǫa∗ ) → ... As can easily be seen, subsequent derivatives are all equivalent to ǫa∗ . To identify similar derivatives, the work in [1] identifies three rewrite rules to simplify derivatives: (1) r + r ⇒ r



(2) r2 + r1 ⇒ r1 + r2 where r1 < r2



(3) (r1 + r2 ) + r3 ⇒ r1 + (r2 + r3 ) 7



where r1 < r2 establishes a structural ordering among expression. As shown in [1], the set of simplified, w.r.t. rewrite rules (1-3), derivatives as well as their size is finite. In our setting, applying a simplification r1 ⇒ r2 requires to transform r2 ’s parse tree into a parse tree of r1 . Of course, we wish to maintain POSIX parse trees. For (1) and (3) it is straightforward to define such transformations. For (2) this will not be possible because POSIX is clearly not stable under the commutativity law. For example, consider expressions a∗ + a and a + a∗ for which we find different POSIX parse trees for word a. Plainly abandoning (2) will not work for cases such as (r1 + r2 ) + r1 where we wish to simplify the expression to r1 + r2 . The solution is as follows. Expressions are first put into right-associative normal form, e.g. r1 + r2 + r1 which stands for r1 + (r2 + r1 ). Then, we simply apply a more general variant of (1) which will directly simplify r1 + r2 + r1 to r1 + r2 .



simp r1 r2 = let (r1′ , f1 ) = simp r1 (r2 ,′ , f2 ) = simp r2 in (r1′ r2′ , λ.(v1′ , v2′ ).(f1 v1′ , f2 v2′ )) simp r = case r of ((r1 + r2 ) + r2 ) → (r1 + (r2 + r3 ), λv .case v of Left v1 → Left (Left v1 ) Right (Left v2 ) → Left (Right v2 ) Right (Right v3 ) → Right v3 ) (r1 + ... + ri−1 + ri + ri+1 + ... + rn ) where (r1 == ri+1 ) → ((r1 + ... + ri−1 + ri+1 + ... + rn ), λv .case v of Right i−1 v ′ → Right i v ′ v ′ → v ′) (r1 + ... + ri−1 + ri ) where (r1 == ri+1 &&i == 1) → (r1 , λv .Left v ) (r1 + ... + ri−1 + ri ) where (r1 == ri+1 &&i > 2) → (∗∗) (r1 + ... + ri−1 , λv .case v of Right i−2 v ′ → Right i−2 (Left v ′ ) v ′ → v ′) (r1 + r2 ) → let (r1′ , f1 ) = simp r1 (r2 ,′ , f2 ) = simp r2 in (r1′ + r2′ , λ.v .case v of Left v1′ → Left (f1 v1′ ) Right v2′ → Right (f2 v2′ )) simp r = (r , λv .v ) Fig. 3. Simplifications



In Figure 3 we define a function simp which takes a regular expression r and yields an expression r′ and function f where f transforms r′ parse tree into a 8



parse tree of r. The simplifications effectively code up the rewrite rules (1-3) and are carefully chosen such that we maintain POSIX parse trees. The notation (r1 + ... + ri−1 + ri + ri+1 + ... + rn ) where (r1 == ri+1 ) → means that we check for pattern (r1 + ... + ri−1 + ri + ri+1 + ... + rn ) which additionally satisfies the guard condition (r1 == ri+1 ). We write Right k as a short-hand for k-nested applications of Right . For example, case (∗∗) simplifies r1 + (r2 + r1 ) to r1 + r2 . Lemma 4 (POSIX Preservation under Simplifications). Let r,r′ be regular expressions, v ′ a parse tree, f a transformation function among parse trees such that simp r = (r′ , f ), ⊢ v ′ : r′ and v ′ is the POSIX parse tree of r′ for word |v ′ |. Then, ⊢ f v ′ : r and f v ′ is the POSIX parse tree of r for word |v ′ |. Lemma 5 (Finite Number of Derivatives). The set and size of derivatives which are dissimilar with respect to simplifications in Figure 3 is finite. Next, we consider the complexity of our parsing approach. It is easy to see that each call of one of these functions leads to subcalls whose number is bound by the size of the regular expression involved. We assume that the parse tree values are kept in place and not copied. For example, recall the injection case for Kleene star injr ∗ \l (v , vs) = (injr \l v ) : vs where value vs is kept in place and the resulting parse tree (injr \l v ) : vs maintains a pointer to the original value. Thus, we can we argue that functions mkEps, inj and simp are constant time operations. Lemma 6 (Parse Tree Transformation in Constant Time). Functions mkEps, inj and simp are constant time operations assuming that (a) we treat the size of regular expressions as a constant and (b) parse trees are not copied but rather kept in place. Thus, we obtain a linear-time POSIX parsing method method by aggressively performing simplifications. parseSimp r ǫ | ǫ ∈ L(r ) = mkEpsr parseSimp r lw = let (r ′ , f ) = simp r in f ◦ (injr ′ \l (parse r ′ \l w )) Theorem 2 (POSIX Linear Run-Time). Function parseSimp computes POSIX parse trees in linear time in the size of the input. In practice, further simplifications such as ǫr ⇒ r, φr ⇒ φ etc may yield even ’smaller’ derivatives. For example, see [15] for an extensive list of simplifications. In our setting, we of course need to be careful that simplifications and their associated parse tree transformers maintain the POSIX property and still guarantee the constant time property of Lemma 6. 9



For example, the follow simplification breaks the constant time assumption. simp r ∗ = let (r1 , f ) = simp r in (r1 ∗ , λ vs. map f vs) We simplify the expression below a Kleene star and therefore are required to traverse the entire sequence [v1 , ..., vn ] of parse tree results of r. Fortunately, performing simplification below Kleene star is strictly not necessary because we never generate such an expression. Therefore, function simp in Figure 3 recurses over the structure of the expression with the exception of the Kleene star which we leave untouched. Obviously, we could assume that this simplification step is only applied on the initial regular expression.
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Experiments



We have implemented the derivative-based POSIX parsing approach in Haskell and incorporated several optimizations. An explicit DFA is built where each transition has its associated parse tree transformer attached. Thus, we avoid repeated computations of the same calls to mkEps, inj and simp. Instead of applying a sequence of ’backwards’ transformation steps on the final (empty) parse tree, we incrementally build up the POSIX parse tree during the matching pass. Following [13], we use a space efficient bit-code representation of parse trees. See the Appendix for details. Experiments show that our implementation does not scale well for larger inputs due to high memory consumption. A possible solution is to use our method to compute the proper POSIX ’path’ and then use this information to guide a space-efficient parsing algorithm such as [6] to build the POSIX parse tree. This is something we are currently working on. For the specialized submatching case we have built another Haskell implementation referred to as DERIV. 3 We have benchmarked DERIV against three contenders: TDFA, a Haskell-based implementation [18] of an adapted Laurikari-style tagged NFA. RE2, the google C++ re2 library [2] where for benchmarking the option RE2::POSIX is turned on. C-POSIX, the Haskell wrapper of the default C POSIX regular expression implementation [17]. Benchmarks are executed under Mac OS X 10.7.2 with 2.4GHz Core 2 Duo and 8GB RAM where results were collected based on the median over several test runs. For space reasons, we only consider a significant example which highlights the POSIX aspect. Figure 4 shows the result for cases where computation of the POSIX result is non-trivial. Overall our DERIV performs well and for most cases we beat TDFA and C-POSIX. RE2 is generally faster but then we are comparing a Haskell-based implementation against a highly-tuned C-based implementation. The complete set of results as well as the implementation can be retrieved via [11]. To our surprise, RE2 and C-POSIX report incorrect results, i.e. non-POSIX matches, for some examples. For RE2 there exists a prototype version [3] which appears to compute the correct POSIX match. We have checked the behavior for a few selected cases. 3



We only record the last match in case of Kleene star which is easily achieved in our implementation by ’overwriting’ an existing with a subsequent match.
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Related Work and Conclusion



Most prior works on parsing and submatching focus on greedy instead of POSIX. The greedy result is closely tied to the structure of the regular expression where priority is given to left-most expressions. Efficient methods for obtaining the greedy result transform the regular expression into an NFA. A ’greedy’ NFA traversal, which can be done in linear time, then yields the proper result. For example, consider [10] for the case of submatching and [6, 5] for the general parsing case. Adopting greedy algorithms to the POSIX setting requires some subtle adjustments to compute the POSIX, i.e. longest left-most, result. For example, see [4, 9, 14]. Our experiments confirm that our method particularly performs well for cases where there is a different between POSIX and greedy. By construction our method yields the POSIX result whereas the works in [4, 9, 14] require some additional bookkeeping (which causes overhead) to select the proper POSIX result. 11



The novelty of our approach lies in the use of derivatives. Regular expression derivatives [1] are an old idea and recently attracted again some interest in the context of lexing/parsing [15, 12]. We recently became aware of [20] which like us applies the idea of derivatives but only considers submatching. To the best of our knowledge, we are the first to give an algorithm for constructing POSIX parse trees in linear time including a formal correctness result. Our experiments show good results for the specialized submatching case. We are currently working on improving the performance for the full parsing case.
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Proof of Lemma 3



The formal proof that injection preserves POSIX parse trees requires a projection function: proj(l,l) = λ . () proj(r ∗ ,l) = λ (v : vs). (proj(r ,l) v , vs) proj(r1 +r2 ,l) = λ v . case v of Left v1 → Left (proj(r1 ,l) v1 ) Right v2 → Right (proj(r2 ,l) v2 ) proj(r1 r2 ,l) = λ (v1 , v2 ). if |v1 | 6 = ǫ then if ǫ ∈ L(r1 ) then Left (proj(r1 ,l) v1 , v2 ) else (proj(r1 ,l) v1 , v2 ) else Right (proj(r2 ,l) v2 ) Projection will of course only be applied on non-empty parse trees. Injection and projection are inverses. Like injection, projection preserves POSIX parse trees. For convenience, we write “ ⊢ v : r is POSIX” where we mean that ⊢ v : r holds and v is the POSIX parse tree of r for word |v|. Lemma 3 follows from the following statement. Lemma 7 (POSIX Preservation under Injection and Projection). (1) Let r be a regular expression, l a letter, v a parse tree such that ⊢ v : r\l and v is POSIX. Then, ⊢ (injr\l v) : r and (injr\l v) is POSIX. (2) Let r be a regular expression, l a letter, v a parse tree such that ⊢ v : r where v is POSIX. and |v| = lw for some word w. Then, ⊢ (proj(r,l) v) : r\l and ⊢ (proj(r,l) v) is POSIX. (3) We have that proj(r,l) ◦ injr\l is the identity for any input v such that ⊢ v : r\l. (4) We have that injr\l ◦ proj(r,l) is the identity for any input v such that ⊢ v : r\l and |v| = lw for some word w. Proof. (3) and (4) are straightforward. There is a mutually dependency between statements (1) and (2). Both are proven by induction over r. We first verify statement (1) by case analysis. – Case r1 + r2 : We consider the possible shape of v. • First, we consider subcase v = Right v2 where ⊢ Right v2 : r1 \l + r2 \l. 1. By assumption Right v2 is the POSIX parse tree of r1 \l + r2 \l. 2. Hence, we can conclude that ⊢ v2 : r2 \l where v2 is the POSIX parse tree of r2 \l. 3. We are in the position to apply the induction hypothesis on r2 \l and find that ⊢ (injr2 \l v2 ) : r2 where injr2 \l v2 is the POSIX parse tree. 13



4. We immediately find that ⊢ Right (injr2 \l v2 ) : r1 + r2 . 5. What remains is to verify that Right (injr2 \l v2 ) is the POSIX parse tree. Suppose the opposite. We distinguish among two cases (either there is POSIX ’right’ or ’left’ alternative). (a) i. Suppose there exists a POSIX parse tree Right v2′ such that ⊢ Right v2′ : r1 + r2 and v2′ 6= injr2 \l v2 (*). ii. From (2) we obtain the POSIX parse tree ⊢ Right (proj(r1 +r2 ,l) v2′ ) : r1 \l + r2 \l. iii. By assumption, Right v2 is also POSIX. iv. Hence, proj(r1 +r2 ,l) v2′ = v2 . v. By application of (4) and the above we find that v2′ = injr2 \l v2 which yields a contradiction to (*). (b) i. Suppose there exists a POSIX parse tree Left v1′ such that ⊢ Left v1′ : r1 +r2 for some v2′ where it must hold that |v2′ | = lw for some word w. ii. From (2) we obtain the POSIX parse tree ⊢ Left (proj(r1 +r2 ,l) v2′ ) ⊢ r1 \l + r2 \l. iii. This contradicts our initial assumption that Right v2 is the POSIX parse tree of r1 \l + r2 \l. In both cases, we have reached a contradiction. Hence, Right (injr2 \l v2 ) is the POSIX parse tree. • Subcase v = Left v3 can be proven similarly. Hence, we can establish the induction step in case of alternatives. – Case r1 r2 : There are three possible subcases dictated by derivative operation. Either v = (v1 , v2 ), v = Left (v1 , v2 ) or v = Right v2 . • First, we consider subcase v = (v1 , v2 ) where ⊢ (v1 , v2 ) : (r1 \l)r2 . This implies that ǫ 6∈ L(r1 ). 1. By assumption (v1 , v2 ) is POSIX. Hence, we can follow that ⊢ v1 : r1 \l is POSIX as well. 2. We are in the position to apply the induction hypothesis and obtain that ⊢ (inj(r1 \l) v1 ) : r1 is POSIX. 3. It immediately follows that ⊢ (inj(r1 \l) v1 , v2 ) : r1 r2 . What remains is to verify that this is the POSIX parse tree. We proceed again assuming the opposite. (a) Suppose there exists a POSIX parse tree (v1′ , v2′ ). (b) This implies that either (a) v1′ >r1 inj(r1 \l) v1 or (b) v1′ = inj(r1 \l) v1 and v2′ >r2 v2 . (c) Case (a) contradicts the fact that inj(r1 \l) v1 . (d) Hence, (b) can only apply. (e) But then via (2) and (3) we can conclude that (v1 , v2′ ) is POSIX which contradicts our initial assumption that (v1 , v2 ) is POSIX. (f) Hence, (inj(r1 \l) v1 , v2 ) is POSIX and so is inj(r1 r2 )\l (v1 , v2 ). • We consider the second subcase that ⊢ Left (v1 , v2 ) : (r1 \l)r2 + r2 \l is POSIX. For this case ǫ ∈ L(r1 ). We conclude that ⊢ (v1 , v2 ) : (r1 \l)r2 and using the same arguments as above we can verify that inj(r1 r2 )\l (Left (v1 , v2 )) is POSIX. • For the third subcase, we find that ⊢ Right v2 : (r1 \l)r2 +r2 \l is POSIX. 1. Hence, ⊢ v2 : r2 \l POSIX and application of the induction hypothesis yields ⊢ (injr2 \l v2 ) : r2 is POSIX. 14



2. We verify that inj(r1 r2 )\l (Right v2 ) = (mkEpsr1 , injr2 \l v2 ) is POSIX. 3. Suppose the contrary. Then, there must be some POSIX (v1′ , v2′ ) where |v1′ | 6= ǫ. 4. Application of (2) yields then some POSIX parse tree Left v3′ of (r1 \l)r2 + r2 \l which contradicts the assumption that Right v2 is POSIX. In all three subcases we could establish the induction step which concludes the proof of case r1 r2 . – Case r∗ : 1. By assumption we have that ⊢ (v, vs) : (r\l, r∗ ) is POSIX. 2. We can follow that ⊢ v : r\l. 3. Application of the induction hypothesis yields ⊢ (injr\l v) : r is POSIX. 4. Immediately, we find that ⊢ ((injr\l v) : vs) : r∗ is POSIX which establishes the induction step. The remaining cases for l and ǫ are trivial. Next, we consider statement (2) and proceed again by case analysis. – Case r1 + r2 . There are two possible subcases. Either v = Right v2 or v = Left v2 . We first consider that ⊢ Right v2 : r1 + r2 is POSIX. 1. We conclude that ⊢ v2 : r2 is POSIX. 2. Application of the induction hypothesis yields ⊢ (proj(r2 ,l) v2 ) : r2 \l is POSIX. 3. What remains is to show that ⊢ Right (proj(r2 ,l) v2 ) : r2 \l + r1 \l is POSIX. Suppose the opposite. (a) It is straightforward to reach a contradiction in case there is a POSIX ’right’ alternative Right v2′ . (b) Hence, there must exist ⊢ Left v1′ : r2 \l + r1 \l such that Left v1′ is POSIX. (c) By application of (1), we find that ⊢ Left (injr1 \l v1 ) : r1 + r2 which contradicts our initial assumption that Right v2 is POSIX. Hence, Right (proj(r2 ,l) v2 ) is POSIX which establishes the induction step for this subcase. Subcase Left v2 can be proven similarly. – Case r1 r2 : 1. By assumption v = (v1 , v2 ) and ⊢ (v1 , v2 ) : r1 r2 is POSIX which implies that ⊢ v1 : r1 is POSIX. 2. We consider the possible cases of |v1 |. 3. Suppose |v1 | 6= ǫ. (a) By application of the induction hypothesis we obtain ⊢ (proj(r1 ,l) v1 ) : r1 \l is POSIX. (b) The above implies ⊢ (proj(r1 ,l) v1 , v2 ) : (r1 \l)r2 . We are done if ǫ 6∈ L(r1 ). (c) Otherwise, it is straightforward to verify that ⊢ Left (proj(r1 ,l) v1 , v2 ) : (r1 r2 )\l. (d) Thus, we establish the induction step under the given assumption. 4. Otherwise, |v1 | = ǫ which implies ǫ ∈ L(r1 ). (a) By induction we find ⊢ (proj(r2 ,l) v2 ) : r2 \l is POSIX. 15



(b) What remains is to show that ⊢ Right (proj(r2 ,l) v2 ) : (r1 \l)r2 + r2 \l is POSIX. Suppose the opposite. i. It is straightforward to reach a contradiction in case there is a POSIX ’right’ alternative Right v2′ . ii. Hence, there must exist ⊢ Left (v1′ , v2′ ) : (r1 \l)r2 + r2 \l and Left (v1′ , v2′ ) is POSIX. iii. From (1) we then conclude that ⊢ (injr1 \l v1′ , v2′ ) : r1 r2 is POSIX. iv. This contradicts the assumption that (v1 , v2 ) is POSIX and |v1 | = ǫ. v. Thus, we establish the induction step under the given assumption and are done. – Case r∗ : 1. By assumption ⊢ (v : vs) : r∗ is POSIX where |v| 6= ǫ. 2. Application of the induction hypothesis yields that ⊢ (proj(r,l) v) : r\l is POSIX. 3. Immediately, we find that ⊢ ((proj(r,l) v, vs) : (r\l)r∗ is POSIX which establishes the induction step. The remaining case for l is trivial.
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Incremental Bit-Coded Forward Parse Tree Construction



We describe a refined parse tree construction method where – we use bit-codes to represent parse trees, and – while matching we incrementally build up parse trees. Regular expressions are now attached with bit codes: b ::= 0 | 0 bs ::= [] | b : bs Bit-codes r ::= (bs : l) | (bs : r∗ ) Kleene star | (bs : rr) Concatenation | (bs : r + r) Choice | (bs : r ⊕ r) Internal Choice | (bs : ǫ) Empty word | φ Empty language The ’internal’ choice represents an expression where one of the alternatives shall be selected without keeping track if it is the left or right alternative. Its exact purpose will be clear shortly. Given a bit code sequence and a regular expression, we can straightforwardly compute the parse tree. decoder bs = let (v , p) = decoder′ bs in case p of [] → v decodeǫ′ bs = ((), bs) 16



decodel′ bs = (l , bs) decoder′ 1 + r 2 (0 : bs) = let (v , p) = decoder′ 1 bs in (Left v , p) decoder′ 1 + r 2 (1 : bs) = let (v , p) = decoder′ 1 bs in (Right v , p) decoder′ 1 r 2 bs = let (v1 , p1 ) = decoder′ 1 bs (v2 , p2 ) = decoder′ 2 p1 in ((v1 , v2 ), p2 ) decoder′ ∗ (0 : bs) = let (v , p1 ) = decoder′ bs (vs, p2 ) = decoder′ ∗ p1 in ((v : vs), p2 ) decoder′ ∗ (1 : bs) = ([], bs) The internal choice case is not relevant here. Function decoder will be applied on the ’original’ expression r which does not carry any bit code information. Like in the earlier ’injection’ approach, we must compute the bit code of a nullable expression. mkEpsBC(bs : r ∗ ) = bs ++ [1] mkEps ( bs : r1 r2 ) = bs ++ mkEpsr1 ++ mkEpsr2 ) mkEps (bs : r1 +r2 ) | ǫ ∈ L(r1 ) = bs ++ (0 : mkEpsr1 ) | ǫ ∈ L(r2 ) = bs ++ (1 : mkEpsr2 ) mkEps (bs : r1 ⊕ r2 ) | ǫ ∈ L(r1 ) = bs ++ mkEpsr1 | ǫ ∈ L(r2 ) = bs ++ mkEpsr2 mkEps(bs : ǫ) = bs The internal choice case may now arise but we do not record any ’direction’ information. The main difference to the ’injection’ approach is that bit-coded parse tree information is computed during the application of the derivative operation. φ\b l (bs : ǫ)\b l



=φ =φ 



(bs : ǫ) if l1 == l2 φ otherwise (bs : r1 + r2 )\b l =  (bs++[0] : r1 )\b l ⊕ (bs++[1] : r2 )\l (bs : (r1 \b l)r2 ) ⊕ (fuse mkEpsBCr1 (r2 \b l)) if ǫ ∈ L(r1 ) (bs : r1 r2 )\b l = (bs : (r1 \b l))r2 otherwise r∗ \l = (r\l)r∗ (bs : l1 )\b l2



=



The reason for ⊕ becomes now apparent in case of concatenation. For a nullable expression, there are two possible cases which are tried. As we now move forward, we must compute the bit-code representation mkEpsBCr2 of the nullable expression r2 . We attach this information to the top-most bit-code annotation in expression r1 via helper function fuse. fuse bs φ = φ 17



fuse fuse fuse fuse fuse fuse



bs bs bs bs bs bs



(p (p (p (p (p (p



: : : : : :



ǫ) = (bs ++ p : ǫ) l ) = (bs ++ p : l ) r1 + r2 ) = (bs ++ p : r1 + r2 ) r1 ⊕ r2 ) = (bs ++ p : r1 ⊕ r2 ) r1 r2 ) = (bs ++ p : r1 r2 ) r ∗ ) = (bs ++ p : r ∗ )



The correctness of the bit-codes accumulated by ·\b · can be easily argued by direct correspondence to inj. Instead of a constructing the parse tree ’backwards’, we simply now strictly move ’forward’. It is also straightforward to incorporate simplifications on expressions which carry bit-codes. For example, consider the rule for turning alternatives into right associativity form. simpBC (p1 : (p2 : r1 + r2 ) + r3 ) = [] : (fuse (p1 ++ p2 ++ [0, 0]) r1 ) ⊕ ((fuse (p1 ++ p2 ++ [0, 1]) r2 ) ⊕ (fuse (p1 ++ [1]) r3 )) For convenience, we combine alternatives via the ’internal’ choice operator and record the parse tree information in the bit-code annotations. Like before, we repeatedly apply the derivative operation and perform simplifications. To extract the bit-code for the original expression we simply retrieve the bit-codes from the final (nullable) expression. retrieve (p : ǫ) = p retrieve (p : r1 + r2 ) | ǫ ∈ L(r1 ) = p ++ (0 : retrieve r1 ) | ǫ ∈ L(r2 ) = p ++ (0 : retrieve r2 ) retrieve (p : r1 ⊕ r2 ) | ǫ ∈ L(r1 ) = p ++ retrieve r1 | ǫ ∈ L(r2 ) = p ++ retrieve r2 retrieve (p : r1 r2 ) = p ++ retrieve r1 ++ retrieve r2 retrieve (p : r ∗ ) = p ++ [1] In summary, the incremental forward POSIX parsing algorithm based on bit-codes is as follows: parseBC ′ r ǫ | ǫ ∈ L(r ) = retrieve r parseBC ′ r lw = parseBC ′ (simpBC (r \b l )) w parseBC r w = decoder (parseBC ′ r w )
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